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Zusammenfassung
Wenn man sich die heutige Filmindustrie betrachtet, so ist leicht erkennbar,
wieviel Geld und Arbeit allein in die Erzeugung visueller Effekte in aktuellen
Filmproduktionen gesteckt wird. Oft arbeiten nicht nur ein Effekt-Team
oder ein Computergraphik Studio an einem Projekt, sondern meherer Studios arbeiten parallel an verschiedendsten Effekten, die in modernen Filmproduktionen Verwendung finden. Dies ist so, weil ein Effekt-Team diese
Arbeit gar nicht allein und rechtzeitig bewältigen könnte. Um diese Kosten
in Filmproduktionen zu reduzieren hat ein Team am Institut für Computergraphik an der TU Braunschweig ein Videokamerasystem entwickelt, welches
dem Betrachter erlaubt die Position der Kamera im laufenden Video frei
umhezubewegen. Die gefilmte Szene wird von mehreren Kameras gleichzeitig
und nur ein einziges Mal aufgenommen und im Anschluss daran kann die
beste Kamerafahrt durch die Szene erprobt werden, ohne den Kameraufbau
verändern zu müssen oder Ähnliches. Ziel dieser Diplomarbeit ist es ein
System für visuelle Effekte in das bestehende Virtual Video Camera System [CLM08] zu integrieren, sodass es möglich ist photorealistische visuelle
Effekte in die damit erzeugten Video Sequenzen zu integrieren. Hauptaugenmerk wird dabei auf der Realisierung von Motion Blur und von Effekten
liegen, welche durch bestimmte Belichtungstechniken heutzutage durch reale
Kameras erzeugt werden können.
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Abstract
Looking at the film industry these days, a tremendous amount of money
and effort is put into the creation of visual effects in movies being produced.
Mostly not only one visual effects team or computer graphics studio is involved, but many working in parallel on different effects used in modern
movies. This is, because one studio would not be able to finish its work
on time when dealing with all effects used in a movie. To reduce the costs
of making a movie, a team at the Computer Graphics Lab at TU Braunschweig has developed a free viewpoint video system, that allows to modify
and change the actual video after everything was captured by an array of
cameras. This way a scene has only to be shot once and afterwards the
best view points and a proper camera movement for the scene can be figured out and then be used to create the final video. This thesis is about
the integration of a visual effects system into the already existing Virtual
Video Camera system [CLM08], that is able to simulate and create photo
realistic visual effects and apply them onto the rendered videos, focusing on
the realization of motion blur and other effects achieved through exposure
techniques of real world cameras so far.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In todays film industry visual effects play an important role. When making
a movie, most of the time and effort is spent on the creation of a variety
of visual effects to make the movie more spectacular and impressive. In
an artistic way effects also can help to exaggerate and emphasize different
aspects of the film. For example, to put more focus on a moving person
in the foreground, the background can be blurred to eliminate and defocus
details that are not important for the scene. There are several techniques to
create various effects by complex camera setups and most important postprocessing the captured video data. Some effects such as motion blur, however, are completely normal using real world cameras due to the inevitable
use of a shutter when capturing a frame of the film by exposing the film for
a certain time span. This time of exposure cannot be infinitely small, since
gathering information, i.e. incoming radiance, takes some time. Thus, moving objects will not expose a fixed position on the film and appear blurred.
Trying to capture a frame with a very short exposure time to reduce blurring
results in a very dark and, if amplified, noisy image. So motion blur is an
effect, that is always present in video data captured from real world scenes.

1.1

Artificially generated images

When using the computer, artificially created images do not require any
exposure time at all and are basically captured instantaneously. Therefore
applying motion blur to these images will make them appear more realistic to
the human eye. Thinking about artistic visual effects, however, motion blur
could be exaggerated to emphasize an object’s motion. In general, there
are two ways to create photo-realistic effects in videos by post-processing
the raw video data. One way is to use captured frames of a single camera
and combine them in a specific way. Another way is to use more than one
camera and then creating the final video by picking and combining frames
from multiple cameras. This way effects can be created, where time in the
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video can be stopped and the camera can still be moved around in space.
This is not possible to create without post-processing, since it would require
a camera capturing in infinitely small exposure intervals while moving the
camera at an infinite speed in space.

1.2

Motivation

To create these kind of effects, the film industry uses complex camera setups
to capture the scene in a specific way, that allows to create visual effects in
the post-processing stage using the captured footage. This is a very elaborate process and costs a lot money when used in large movie productions.
Also once the scene is shot, the camera setup cannot be changed anymore. If
the effect turns out not to be as good as desired, the camera setup has to be
changed and the whole scene has to be shot again. To simplify this process,
the Virtual Video Camera system allows to edit the camera setup and the
actual shot of the scene. After capturing the scene with a less complex, but
still fixed camera setup in a grid like structure, the video sequence can be
edited in the post-processing stage. The views between the original camera
positions can be interpolated, thus a free movement of a virtual camera is
possible. Using this technique, the planning of the actual video sequence
and the camera’s movement through the scene is done after the scene has
been shot. Since the virtual camera setup can be tweaked and modified in
any way, it is not necessary anymore to recapture the scene in any way.
This saves both time and money when producing a video. Since the Virtual
Video Camera system not only allows to interpolate views between capturing cameras, but also between consecutive frames, already various effects
are possible to create. By moving along a trajectory through a spacetime
volume containing all camera’s frames, it is possible to accelerate, decelerate
or even stop time while moving in space. Thus effects like ”Freeze-Rotate”,
”Timeramp” or ”Spaceramp” are possible to create. However, visual effects
based on camera exposure techniques are not possible to create by only using
a specific trajectory. Fortunately, the possibility to move the camera freely
within the spacetime volume allows to simulate these exposure effects by
combining frames in specific manners. The goal of this thesis is to integrate
a powerful, flexible and extensible visual effect rendering system into the
existing Virtual Video Camera system, that is able to create these visual
effects based on camera exposure and shutter techniques.

1.3

Outline

In chapter 2 some basics of visual effects and camera exposure techniques
will be presented. Furthermore actual visual effects will be presented, which
are already possible to create with a lot of camera equipment and a lot of
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manual work in post-processing. These effects shall then be realized within
the development of the effect rendering system. Also a quick overview of
the Virtual Video Camera system is given in section 2.6. In chapter 3
the developed visual effect rendering system and its components will be
presented and described. The implementation of this system is described in
more detail in chapter 4, where also the integration of this system into the
existing Virtual Video Camera system is presented. Finally, results of the
working effect rendering system are presented in chapter 5.

1.3 Outline
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Chapter 2

Related Work
To give a quick overview, how visual effects are created by using the camera’s
exposure and its shutter, in this chapter some basic techniques of creating visual effects will be presented. Furthermore specific effects will be described,
that will be realized using the effect rendering framework developed in this
thesis. Also the free viewpoint video system, the effect rendering system
will be integrated to, is described here.

2.1

Effects from camera exposure

Visual effects using the camera’s exposure are very common in photography.
The longer the cameras shutter is open, the more light will be captured by
the film over time and moving objects will be blurred. When moving light
sources in this setup, the trail of the light will be captured, which is also
known as ”light painting”. Also using flash lights while exposing the film for
a longer time can create interesting effects. When flashing once during such
a long exposed shot, a very short moment in time will be clearly visible and
very detailed, while all other movements will be blurred slightly. Opening
and closing the cameras shutter several times, will create a composition of
frames of the same scene at different times. This way, for example, it is
possible to display an objects motion in a single frame. Unfortunately these
effects cannot be incorporated into videos that easily, since when exposing
a single frame for several seconds, the exposure times of consecutive frames
of a video using about 30 frames per second would overlap, which is not
physically possible since two or more frames would have to be captured
simultaneously using the same lens and camera optics. To create these
effects in videos, the captured frames have to be post-processed using all
the captured data.

2.2 Effects using composition of frames

2.2
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Effects using composition of frames

By combining several frames of already shot material, it is possible to create
the same result, as by exposing a single frame multiple times. Now this
effect of multiple exposure can be used in videos. Another advantage when
compositing the final video from already captured frames is, that one is not
limited to use one single camera to shoot the video, but is able to combine
frames from an arbitrary number of cameras. When using multiple cameras
to capture a scene simultaneously from different angles, it is possible to
create the illusion of a camera movement afterwards. A prominent example
would be the famous freeze-shot scene from the ”Matrix” movie. The scene
is captured by multiple cameras, that are very close to each other. Then
from each camera frames are picked and combined to the final video. This
way it is possible to slow down, stop or reverse time, when simultaneously
changing the point of view. Also when using multiple cameras it is possible
to combine frames from different cameras to a single frame resulting in a
frame that shows the scene from different angles or at different times in a
single frame.

2.3

Motion blur

The one effect, that is very important to create realistic and high quality images from artificial data, is motion blur. It simulates the long exposure of an
artificially created frame and thus is very often used in computer graphics,
due to the existence of the aliasing problem in computer generated images
[Cro76]. Several methods to create motion blur have been developed so far
and some of them are already incorporated into the process that generates
the images itself. For example when creating an image using ray tracing,
by temporal supersampling a motion blurred image can be produced from
rigid body scenes [CPC84] [SPW02] [KB83], fluid simulations using level
sets [KK07] or even in photon mapping computations [CJ02]. To reduce
aliasing when using supersampling in space and time, Hachisuka et al. presented an adaptive multi-dimensional sampling method [HJW+ 08]. There
are also analytical methods to create motion blur which for example make
use of image convolution, where the Fourier transform of the initial image
is convolved with a point spread function that represents an objects motion
[PC83]. Egan et al. discovered that motion in images induces a shearing in
the frequency domain when comparing still images to motion blurred images
[ETH+ 09]. By using this knowledge, they reconstruct this motion blur by
estimating the motion of an object and then creating a filter according to
that motion. This filter is applied to the initial image to create the impression of motion blur. Using filters to create motion blur in still images was
already used by Catmull in 1984 [Cat84] to render motion blurred polygons
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efficiently by scaling the filter with respect to the motion of an object. Other
algorithms exist that use segmentation of the scene, in order to blur moving
objects dependent on their distance to the camera [ML85]. Finally I want
to point out two images based algorithms in more detail.

2.3.1

Motion blur using accumulation

Once the video data is captured, the exposure time of single frames cannot
be changed anymore. But one could think of a long exposed frame as the
combination of an infinite number of infinitely short exposed frames. So by
combining consecutive frames a long exposed frame can be approximated.
The bigger the number of used frames and the smaller the relative distance
of them in time, the better the result will be. When having each frame
captured with an exposure time t, one can easily simulate exposure times
of multiples of t, when accumulating previous and succeeding frames. For
example by accumulating three succeeding frames with an exposure time of
t each, a frame with the exposure time 3 · t is created. Using artificially
created images with no exposure time at all, this accumulation will only
approximate a long exposed frame using a finite number of frames to accumulate. To create the actual long exposed image, an infinite number of
frames would be necessary which is equivalent to an integration of the incoming radiance over time. This is in theory the physically correct way to
do it, but completely impractical. Paul Haeberli and Kurt Akeley introduced a fast method to create motion blur by accumulating several sample
images together using a so called ”Accumulation Buffer” [HA90]. This kind
of buffer is now integrated in modern graphics hardware which makes the
method very feasible to use.

2.3.2

Motion blur by blurring moving objects

Since in long exposed frames only the moving objects will be blurred, another way to simulate a long exposed frame is to blur only the moving
objects by smearing them over the background of the scene. This technique
was presented by Brostow et al. [BE01] to create motion blur in stop motion animation movies. For each moving object in the scene, the path of
it in image space will be estimated from consecutive frames and then the
moving object will be smeared along this path according to a specific time
of exposure. This smeared image is then added to the static background of
the scene. To create good results a proper motion estimation of the moving object is necessary. By computing a dense optical flow field between
consecutive frames, the motion vector for each pixel is given. Anyway this
technique will only provide a rather good approximation of the real long
exposed frame, since the optical flow fails when it comes to many different moving layers in the scene and occlusion or disocclusion. Also a still
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background is required, which is in most cases not available.

2.4

Digital Air

To create visual effects in videos, the company Digital Air [DA] has created
a hardware setup using multiple cameras in arrays or a dome-like structure
to capture a scene simultaneously from different angles. After having the
scene captured by a very complex camera setup, the frames of these cameras
can then be combined in an arbitrary manner to create various effect. To
create reasonable results a lot of cameras have to be used. They introduced
a list of effects possible to create with their hardware.

2.4.1

Long Exposure

This effect uses the already introduced accumulation technique to simulate
long exposed frames. By accumulating succeeding frames of a single camera
for each frame, a high framerate video with long exposed frames can be
created. The quality of the resulting frames depends on the initial camera
framerate when capturing the scene. Considering a fast moving object, a
high framerate is required when recording, otherwise the object will not be
blurred smoothly in the long exposed frame.

2.4.2

Time Blur

In this effect, every frame is generated by accumulating succeeding frames
from the same point of view. It is basically a long exposed shot and is mostly
used to accentuate an objects movement in the scene. The effect is called
”time blur”, since all the accumulated samples are only differing in time and
not in the point of view.

2.4.3

Space Blur

The space blur effect is similar to the time blur effect, only that all the
accumulated sample frames are taken at the same time but from different
points of view - preferably from neighboring cameras. This way instead of
the objects movements in the scene the cameras motion is emphasized.

2.4.4

Multiple Exposure

The multiple exposure effect presented by Digital Air is the combination
of not necessarily consecutive frames in time or space. So several sample
frames are accumulated to create the final frame. By sampling only in
the time domain, the trajectory of a moving object can be displayed to
accentuate the objects motion. When sampling in the spatial domain a
cubistic like view of the scene can be created, since one is looking at the
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scene from different points of view at the same time. When sampling in
time and spatial domain, the motion of the object itself with respect to the
cameras motion can be pointed out in one single frame.

2.4.5

Flash Trail

When exposing a single frame for a very long time and then lighting the
scene with a flash at several different points in time, a moving object can
be accentuated and displayed very detailed at specific points in time, while
in-between the flashed frames the motion of the object is blurred. Since the
times of the flashes are fixed, one can change the view by selecting frames
from another camera and observing the lit samples from another point of
view. This technique is called flash trail.

2.4.6

Open Flash

A combination of a long exposed frame and a single flash at a fixed point in
time results in the open flash effect. When looking at consecutive frames of
a video this effect was applied to, all moving objects are blurred but having
one single frame captured by the flash in detail. This moment of detail
does not change, while the blurred object moves on throughout the video
sequence. This effect can be used to emphasize the objects motions but also
pointing out a single state of these objects during their motion.

2.5

Spatio-temporal Effects and View Interpolation

Depending on the used camera equipment and setup, many different visual
effects can be generated. Wolf et al. give an overview of possible visual
effects for both still photo cameras and video cameras [Wol06]. By using
static or moving cameras and combining frames from multiple cameras it is
possible to create very impressive visual effects in photography and video
sequences. Having a static camera setup to work with and cameras with
a fixed framerate limits these effects very soon. By using view interpolation, however, these problems can be solved and a moving camera can be
simulated. By interpolating in time, the framerate of the captured video
footage can be changed as well. Chen et al. [CW93] presented a method
of generating interpolated views using image-based morphing techniques.
By computing a correspondence field between two images, any interpolated
image between these two images can be generated. Thinking of the images
being photos of the same scene but from different angles, this image interpolation would simulate a moving camera. Thus they proposed to use this
method in free viewpoint systems, where the user interactively can navigate
in a scene and change the viewport dynamically. To achieve this, dense
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correspondence fields between existing images will be computed and used
when morphing an image to create the desired interpolated point of view.
Since this method is completely image based, it is very suitable to use in a
free viewpoint video system, because the use of usual video cameras is possible and no geometry of the captured scene has to be reconstructed using
complex algorithms.

2.6

The Virtual Video Camera System

The Virtual Video Camera system presented by Lipski et al. [CLM08] is
a free viewpoint video system, that allows to generate arbitrary views of
a scene, that was previously captured by multiple cameras from different
points of view. It is incorporating the method presented by Chen et al. to
freely interpolate views between given images which was adapted [SLW+ 08]
and extended to use in space and time by Stich et al. [SLAM08]. In comparison to Digital Air, who only use the directly recorded video data to
create their effects, this system allows to smoothly generate interpolated
views even between two neighboring cameras. In addition to that it is also
possible to interpolate in the time domain, so that slow motion shots are
possible even when the scene was recorded with a much slower framerate.
The most important difference is, that the Virtual Video Camera system
requires much less cameras in a multi camera setup when capturing a scene,
since for a smooth movement in space and time frames can be interpolated
at arbitrary distances. Digital Air, however, uses a fixed camera setup for
dense sampling in space when recording a scene. Sampling in time is also
fixed to the framerate of the used cameras. Thus the Virtual Video Camera system is much more flexible, when it comes to change the sampling
in spacetime afterwards. Using a sparse sampling setup of the hardware,
arbitrary sampling densities can be reproduced in both space and time. To
generate a image with this system, the camera setup is used generate a volume containing a point cloud of sample frames. When recording a scene each
camera produces a line of sample frames, where each sample has a distinct
position in space and time. Using all sample frames of all cameras together
a volume of sample points is given. Using a Delauney tessellation [Wat81]
of this point cloud volume into unique, not overlapping tetrahedrons, each
using four sample points as vertices, can be generated (see figure 2.1).
By computing a tetrahedralization of this spacetime volume taking the
camera frames as vertex points of the tetrahedrons, each point inside the
convex hull of the point cloud is surrounded by a unique tetrahedron. To
generate the desired view for this point, an interpolated view is generated
by using the four adjacent camera frames, represented by the vertices of
the surrounding tetrahedron. This interpolation makes use of precomputed
dense correspondence fields for each pair of vertices, that means a vector
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Figure 2.1: Delauney tetrahedralization of the multi video point cloud. Every point within the convex hull of the point cloud lies in exactly one tetrahedron.
field mapping one frame onto another one. Each edge between two of these
vertices represents two such dense correspondence fields, since the correspondence field is not bidirectional. An interpolated image can be generated by
linearly combining these correspondence fields using barycentric weighting,
since each point inside a tetrahedron can be described through 4 unique
barycentric coordinates (see figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Scheme of interpolating the frame of a given point in spacetime.
By linearly combing the dense correspondence field
For all four vertex images of the surrounding tetrahedron vi , i = 0, . . . , 3
the interpolated images qi can be computed as
qi = vi ◦ (wj mij + wk mik + wl mil )

(2.1)

where w∗ are the barycentric coordinates of the desired point in spacetime
in relation to the surrounding tetrahedron and mi∗ are the correspondence
fields. The operator ◦ is the forward warping of a given image using a given
correspondence field. Several techniques to warp images to interpolated
views have been presented [BN92] [Wol98]. The basic idea if warping an
image is to use a set of correspondences of pixels in both images. Using
these correspondences, an interpolated image can be generated by distorting it and moving its pixels according to the pixels correspondences. Such
a correspondence can be expresses as a 2d vector for every pixel in an image. Thus for an image-pair, two correspondence fields are required. One
mapping image A onto image B and another one mapping image B onto A.

2.6 The Virtual Video Camera System
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When using vectors, interpolates pixel positions can be computed very easily, since it only requires to multiply the vector’s components with a scalar.
Also when using vector fields, it is possible to combine several of them in a
resulting vector field.
Having all four interpolated images, the final frame is generated by blending them together according to the barycentric coordinates of the given point
in spacetime.
i=3
X
q=
wi ∗ q i
(2.2)
i=0

To create a video with this technique, a trail of frames inside the spacetime volume has to be rendered and combined to the final video sequence.
Instead of defining every single frame, i.e. a point in spacetime, a trajectory
can be used to follow at a given speed or stepping interval. To define such
a trajectory, splines can be used where only a few control points have to
be defined. According to the sampling density on this trajectory, the time
int the final video sequence can be controlled. The movement in time and
space can be changed dynamically by changing the sampling while moving
through the spacetime volume. Slow motion shots can be realized this way
very easily. Since it is possible to only move in space without moving forward in time inside the spacetime volume, freeze-time shots are also possible
with this system.

Chapter 3

The Visual Effect Framework
The goal of this thesis is to advance the existing Virtual Video Camera
system in a way that makes it capable of rendering several photo-realistic
visual effects when rendering a video defined by a spacetime trajectory. Due
to the system’s design, effects like the ”Frozen Moment” are already possible,
effects creating more realism by motion blurring the artificial images or
artistic visual effects achieved through special exposure, however, are not.
The task is to incorporate these effects into the system by creating a powerful
effect framework that is flexible and also easy to use.
The existing system provides a few methods to generate video frames
for every desired point in spacetime. The technique of accumulating frames
to create an effect is very feasible in this context, since the system provides
the sample frames that can then be accumulated to realize specific visual
effects.

3.1

Caching sample frames

When thinking of rendering many consecutive frames with the same visual
effect technique, it is very likely that quite a large number of the required
sample frames is used again and again while rendering an effect. So it is
unnecessary to let the Virtual Video Camera system render these sample
frames multiple times. Therefore the first thing I created was a caching
structure that holds previously rendered sample frames and provides them
for further rendering processes. The sample frames are hereby indexed by
their unique point in spacetime. Thinking of a single frame to be 1920 x
1080 pixels in size (HD Video) with a color-depth of 8 bit for three color
channels, a single frame requires about 47 MB of memory. Using a rather
modern computer with about 2-4 GB of memory available, 43 cached frames
would consume just about 2 GB of this memory. So it is clearly pointed out,
that the number of cached images for the rendering is very limited, however
caching some samples at all will speed up the overall rendering process
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very much, since for every sample grabbed from this caching structure, all
rendering passes of the Virtual Video Camera system for the spacetime of
this sample can be skipped. As in other caching techniques [OOW93], the
least accessed data is likely not to be used very often in upcoming rendering
processes. In this context this is due to the spatio-temporal coherency of
rendered frames and also of the samples to create them in a video trajectory
through spacetime. So if the sample caching structure is already full, the
least accessed sample frames can be purged to provide memory for upcoming
samples that are about to be rendered. To make it more convenient to the
developer, the frame cache wraps the actual rendering routines of the Virtual
Video Camera system and provides an interface to acquire the frame data
for a given point in spacetime. So if a frame for this spacetime was already
rendered before and is still cached, it can be returned without calling the
rendering routines of the underlying system. Otherwise it will be rendered
as a new frame and properly inserted into the caching structure, before
being returned for further processing. Having this structure wrapping the
basic rendering interface of the Virtual Video Camera system, effects can
make use of the same frame cache when using multiple effects in one video
sequence.

3.2

The effect system

To make effect development relatively easy, I created a common template
for all effects, that already has most of an effects functionality implemented.
So when creating an effect, one has to simply use this template to derive
a specific effect from it and implement the effects rendering routine, that
realizes the desired visual effect. The effect itself does not need to care about
what target to render to, because this is already handled by the template
effect class.

3.2.1

Effect template

Usually specific effects only differ in the actual rendering of the visual effect
and on the other hand a lot of functionality is very similar from effect to
effect. For example the use of parameters to configure an effects behavior
does not need to be implemented again and again for every effect being
developed. So the template effect already provides a variety of common
functionality, such as an interface for rendering a frame of a specific point in
spacetime, an universal parameter management system and a management
interface to setup an effect’s input sources.
When rendering a video with the Virtual Video Camera system using
effects, the rendering will be initiated directly by the effect that is creating
the final frame. For preview reasons or to directly watch the rendered video
sequence, it is convenient to directly render to the computers screenbuffer.
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On the other hand, to create a video from the rendered data, it has to be
stored on disk. So the template effect class provides both. One interface
allows to render into a specified OpenGL framebuffer, which can either be
the screenbuffer or any other preferred framebuffer. The other interface does
not render into a given framebuffer, but returns an image object, that can
then be saved to disk.
Another important part of the template effect is the integrated parameter management system. It is capable of distinguishing parameters by their
type, i.e. signed and unsigned integer values, floats, single characters, whole
string values or even void pointers. Each parameter has an unique id, which
is preferably defined when creating a new effect from a template. However,
it is also possible to dynamically create new unique parameter ids and assign the preferred values to them. This is a quite convenient system when it
comes to loading or saving effect configurations to a file or when configuring
an effect later on by an user interface. Of course, methods to access and
change parameter values are provided. The parameter system itself bases
on a map, that assigns unique parameter ids to a structure holding a values
type and the value itself. When deriving effects from the template, every
effect class uses its own parameter map. This way, multiple effects of the
same kind can be used simultaneously, while every effect is able to be configured individually. Since most effects will use parameters like a unique id,
a given name and values to define where to start and stop the effect, these
parameters will be already provided by the effect template.
With this parameter configuration, it is easily possible to save the parameters’ indices and their assigned values to a simple configuration file.
When loading this file, by evaluating the effect type value the correct effect
can be created and its parameters can be updated using the values from the
file. The parameter that assigns each effect an unique id will be used later
on when it comes to combining effects.
Every index of a specific parameter is simply setup by defining an enumeration of available parameters. The effect template has a predefined parameter enumeration, in which the last defined value is used as the index to
start the derived effect’s parameter enumeration with. This way no collision
of parameter definitions can occur.

3.2.2

Combining effects

The template effect is furthermore connected to the frame caching structure,
to acquire sample frame data to be used as input for an effect. To be more
flexible, an effect does not to be restricted to gather its input data directly
from the Virtual Video Camera system. Since an effect uses images as
input to produce images as output, it is self-evident to use effects as input
sources for other effects. This way a multi stage rendering pipeline can be
setup to create even more interesting and complex visual effects. Also when
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thinking of creating visual effects from more than only one image source, for
example by adding two frames from different sources up to create the final
frame, the number of sources to an effect is also not restricted. To create this
flexibility of the effect system, the template effect class incorporates a source
management, where for every effect the number and the type of sources
can be setup. This can also be done for each single frame, what makes
the system able to render several effects simultaneously, while the effects
themselves are active within different but overlapping frame intervals. To
setup and later identify which effects to use, the effects unique ids are used.
When developing an actual effect from the effect template, one can define,
how many sources the effect is able to handle by assigning that value to
the corresponding parameter, which is then stored in the effects parameter
map. Later on, when using the effect to create a video sequence, the user
cannot add more sources to this effect than previously defined. To define a
proper rendering structure, with effects using effects as input sources, the
effect rendering system makes use of weighted digraphs. Such a graph has
a single denoted sink, which can also be referred as root vertex. It is the
vertex holding the effect, that is rendering the final frame to a the given
rendering target. All other vertices in the digraph act as input source for
the effects, their outgoing edges are connected to.

Figure 3.1: This is a sample digraph, where the root effect E0 uses effect E1
as input source, E1 uses the two effects E2 and E3 as input. Effect E3 has
no input source assigned, thus it will be using the Virtual Video Camera
system’s rendering routines to create input samples. The effect E2 however
uses effect E1 as input, which is then using the Virtual Video Camera system
to get input data, too.
Vertices with no incoming edges use the Virtual Video Camera system
to render a single input image each. The digraph must not contain any
circles, since in such a circle no vertex exists, whose input does not come
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from another effect. Thus the rendering of a frame has no starting point,
as the Virtual Video Camera system is the only source to provide image
data to start the rendering of a visual effect with. Also the rendering has
to end within an effect, that is not already input source to another effect
and only renders to the specified render target. This is not given at any
vertex of a circle. The digraph furthermore is weighted by applying weights
to every edge within the graph. Thinking of an effect, that uses more than
one effect as input source, these sources do not have to be equally weighted
when used as input to the effect (see figure 3.2). For example an effect could
just combine two input frames by adding 40% of the first frame to 60% of
the second frame. These percentages can be assigned to the edges of the
digraph defining two effects to be input source for the effect combining the
frames. Thus the sum of weights of all incoming edges at each vertex is
equal to 100%.

Figure 3.2: Weighted sources to a digraph vertex. The root vertex uses 60%
of effect E1 , 15% of effect E2 and the remaining 25% of effect E3 as input.
The effect system integrated into the Virtual Video Camera system
makes use of these effect graphs to render the final frames of a video sequence. To make use of these effect graphs more easily and not to integrate the effect combination system too deep into the existing Virtual Video
Camera system, every graph is encapsulated in an effect-like wrapper called
”effect bundle”. The bundle acts similar as a single effect to the system
and provides the same interface. So it basically makes no difference to use a
single effect to render a frame or use a whole graph of combined effects to do
this. The effect bundle’s interface of course provides some extra methods to
manipulate the effect graph’s structure, but this is completely disjunct from
the rendering interface. It allows to insert new vertices in the graph wherever it is possible, to select sources for effects by connecting existing vertices
and to delete vertices, if necessary. The effect bundle wrapper then manages
all operations to manipulate the wrapped effect graph. For example when
deleting a vertex inside the graph, that has still sources connected to itself,
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every source vertex gets checked, whether it is used by another effect vertex
as source or not. Then when deleting the vertex, all source vertices that are
not used anymore get deleted as well.
To comfortably arrange effects in such an effect graph, I integrated a
convenient user interface into the Virtual Video Cameras video editor. It
allows to manipulate the digraph by adding and removing vertices, managing
connections between existing vertices and most important to assign an effect
to every vertex. Since the effect graph only maps its vertices to existing
effects, the system allows to create a set of effects to be used within a video
sequence. These effects can then be used in different graphs simultaneously
and also multiple times in the same effect-digraph. When setting up an
effect graph, it will be only active within the interval, the effect is active,
which is assigned to the graphs root vertex. However, multiple effect graphs
may be defined for the same trajectory which may overlap in their intervals
of being active. In that case, a new graph will be created automatically
combining all overlapping effect graphs. The new graphs root will be an
effect, that combines an arbitrary number of input sources. Then every root
of every overlapping effect graph will be set as input for this new root effect.
Finally, the rendering can be triggered at the root effect and it then combines
all other previously defined effect graphs properly. This way almost every
combination of effects during a video sequence is possible (see figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Combination of active effect graphs
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Effects using accumulation

Having this effect framework set up, the developer is able to create and
implement several effects and assign them to specific parts of a trajectory
through spacetime for a set of video data.
Since most of the effects to be created rely on camera exposure techniques, a way to simulate long exposed images is needed. When taking a
long exposed photo with a real world camera, one is basically integrating
the incoming radiance over time for each pixel in the image (see Eq. (3.1)).
Z

t1
t0

Z

L(x, ω, t)dωdt

(3.1)

Ω

Where L(x, ω, Rt) is the incoming radiance at position x from direction ω
at time t and Ω ...dω is the integral over the hemisphere of all incoming
directions.
Using a computer, the outer integral has to be discretized into a finite
sum of discrete samples (see Eq. (3.2)).
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The sample Ω L(x, ω, t)dω can be acquired from the rendering routines
of the Virtual Video Camera system and represents the pixel at position x
in a sample frame at time t.
As already pointed out earlier, most effects integrated into the Virtual
Video Camera system will make use of sample frames as input data to generate visual effects by combining or accumulating these frames. Since the
system makes use of the GPU, which accelerates parallel computations on
images a lot [Bjo06], the effects can make use of the GPU, when accumulating images. Modern graphics hardware is able to process more and more
textures parallel in one rendering pass. For example current graphics hardware using the GT200 GPU provides 80 texturing units to be used in each
render pass [nVi]. Every input sample frame for an effect can be assigned to
such a texturing unit and the accumulation of 80 input samples would only
require one single render pass. To be more flexible, one may use a combination of the accumulation of these input samples and the common technique
of a ping-pong buffer, that uses two textures to alternately read from and
write to, where one texture always holds the result of the previous rendering
pass. This way, by using two texture units for the ping-pong buffering and
the rest of available texturing units for samples to accumulate each render
pass, it is possible to accumulate an arbitrary number of input samples as
fast as possible (see figure 3.4).
I created a shader implementing this technique while using 32 texture
units. This is a reasonable number of samples to be taken by an effect and
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Figure 3.4: Accumulating images using ping-pong accumulation
also allows to make use of older graphics hardware, that is not capable of
using more than 32 textures at once. When initiating an effect, it checks
the capabilities of the used graphics accelerator card and then adapts to its
maximum of available texture units. So if a built in GPU only supports 16
texture units, the effect will adapt to this number and only use these 16
instead of demanding 32 available units, by just rendering twice as much
rendering passes. The result then will be the same. Thus the effect system is designed to use most of the GPU power available, but still is able
to run on older graphics hardware properly. However, using the ping-pong
accumulation shader it requires at least three texturing units - two for the
ping-pong buffering and one extra texture for a new input image to accumulate in each render pass. These three texture units are always available,
when using the Virtual Video Camera system to render frames for a video
sequence. The system already uses the GPU to create interpolated frames
by linearly combining at least three flow fields using barycentric weighting
and then warping an input frame with the combined flow. Thus at least
four texturing units are used by this system and therefore every effect using
the accumulation shader is able to render visual effects when used in the
Virtual Video Camera system. So when using the effect system developed
and presented in this thesis, it does not necessarily require better graphics
hardware than the Virtual Video Camera system.
Of course, when just accumulating these sample images unchanged, the
sum of color values for each pixel would exceed the allowed range. Every
sample image has to be weighted, according to the overall number of samples
taken. Note that the sum of all sample weights must always be equal to
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100%. Thus Eq. (3.2) has to be extended:
N
X

Z

n · (t1 − t0 )
)dω)
(3.3)
N
Ω
n=0
P
Where w(n) ∈ [0, 1] for 0 ≤ n ≤ N, N ∈ N and N
n=0 w(n) = 1 . For simple
accumulation, the weight w(n) = 1/N for 0 ≤ n ≤ N, N ∈ N can be chosen,
so that every sample is weighted equally.
Having this implemented the same shader can be used to merge several
input sources together to create one single image. This is used for example
when combining two or more different effect graphs when rendering a video
sequence off a spacetime trajectory. It may also be used to enable effects to
fade in and out by simply merging the effect’s output and the unprocessed
frame at the current spacetime position together. By changing the weight
ratio of effect output and unchanged frame over time, the effect can be faded
in or out, respectively. This way, effects can be adjusted in their intensity,
are able to fade in and out and even a weighted combination of effects and
input sources is possible. Therefore this weighted accumulation shader is a
key feature of the effect rendering system.
(w(n) ·

L(x, ω, t0 +

Time Blur
As already described in section 2.4.2, the time blur effect presented by Digital Air can be generated by sampling in the time domain and accumulating
these samples (see figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Sampling pattern for the Time Blur effect
The more samples taken, the better the results will be. Best results are
given, when every moving object does not move more than one pixel from
sample to sample. If an object does move more than one pixel between two
consecutive samples, the result may be recognized as a layered image by the
human eye (see figure 3.6).
Using equidistant samples, artifacts such as unnatural patterns could
occur as they do when using supersampled antialiasing in raytracing for
example [Mit87], however, when looking at complex moving objects and
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Figure 3.6: Results of different sampling distances for a moving circle over
a constant distance with a constant speed. Left: 5 samples taken, edges
clearly visible; Right: 20 samples taken, smooth continuous blur
already antialiased images taken by real world camera equipment, these
artifacts are not recognizable in most cases. Artifacts resulting from too
large sampling distances, or when fast motions are present [SPW02], are
more recognizable. Thus equidistant samples are good to use and it is easier
to implement to take equidistant samples rather than using a randomized
sampling method.
The time blur effect integrated into this effect system is configurable,
since the only constraint for this effect is, to take samples at different times
but always at the same place. So the coordinates of samples taken lie on
a straight line perpendicular to both spatial axes of the spacetime volume.
Other parameters such as how many samples should be taken an how wide
the sampling radius in time should be are stored in the effect’s parameter
map and can be adjusted when using an instance of this effect. When
rendering, the effect is able to compute equidistant sample positions using
these two parameters and the position in spacetime for the current frame to
be rendered.
Space Blur
The space blur effect is in general very similar to the time blur effect. The
only difference is in the generation of sample positions in spacetime. While
the time blur effect only uses samples of the same point in space but different
times, the space blur effect uses samples of different points in space while
keeping the time coordinate of all samples constant. So when thinking of
the spacetime volume as a three-dimensional coordinate system of time and
2d-space, all samples are taken on an plane that is perpendicular to the time
axis. In difference to the time blur effect, where all samples are placed on a
straight line in spacetime, here samples are placed on a plane, which gives
more freedom when creating sampling patterns. So when sampling again
on a line, there are infinite different samplings possible for a constant pair
of parameters to define sampling radius and number of samples to be taken
(see figure 3.7).
I chose to take the virtual cameras movement into account, when generat-
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Figure 3.7: Different sampling patterns for the Space Blur effect
ing the sampling pattern. Since the virtual camera is moving on a trajectory
through spacetime when rendering a video sequence, the spatial direction
vector, i.e. the projection of the 3d vector pointing towards the next frame’s
coordinates in spacetime onto the plane perpendicular to the time axis, can
be used as directional component of the sampling line in space.
Other sampling patterns, such as circular sampling, are also possible,
but not very feasible, since the space blur effect is meant to emphasize the
camera’s movement in space. When sampling in a circle this impression
gets lost instead of being exaggerated. So sampling on a line in space that
corresponds to the actual camera movement is the best way to do it for this
kind of effect.
Multiple Exposure
The multiple exposure effect is also very similar to both time blur and space
blur. Its purpose is to combine images from distinct points in spacetime to
one final frame. So instead of taking many close samples as in the time blur
effect, only few samples are taken, which are then farther apart. The viewer
is clearly able to see the different layers in the final frame. This is intended
since every layer corresponds to a special moment in the scene.
Though this effect originates in photography, samples could be only
taken within the time domain. Here the sampling is not restricted to any
dimension, so samples can be taken everywhere in the spacetime volume.
Depending on the visual effect to create, the sampling can be chosen. For
example by only taking samples at different times of the scene, but from
the same point of view, i.e. the spatial coordinates in the spacetime volume
remain constant for all samples, a moving objects motion can be emphasized
by showing all samples in one frame together, so that they show the objects
motion over time as a composition of snapshots. Other sampling patterns
generate different results.
The sampling pattern is generated by defining sample position relative to
the rendered frames spacetime position. So when moving with the virtual
camera through the spacetime volume, when rendering a video sequence,
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the distances of all samples to the cameras point in spacetime stay constant
for all times. One could think of the samples as a sampling cloud around
the cameras current position, that is fixed to to the camera and traces its
movements.
To configure a specific sampling, the effect uses its parameter map to
store each sample position, instead of just using two parameters to define
sampling quantity and radius, as it is done in the time blur or space blur
effects. Making use of the fact, that the parameter map is virtually endless,
there is one parameter defining the index of the first sample’s coordinates
in the parameter map and another parameter defines, how many samples
have been defined. So by adjusting this parameter, the number of samples
used by this effect can be freely defined. Having the first index of a sample’s
coordinates in the map and the number of samples to be used, every samples coordinates can be acquired by simply iterating through the parameter
indices and requesting the corresponding values from the parameter map.
To comfortably setup new samples, the effect provides a user interface to
generate new sample positions and change or delete existing coordinates.
Flash Trail
Contrary to the multiple exposure effect, the positions of samples taken by
this effect do remain constant in spacetime. They do not move along with the
camera and remain fixed in the spacetime volume. Then by only selecting
the samples, that the virtual camera would have passed in time, the illusion
of a trail of samples, generated by every moving object is created. The effect
is called ”Flash Trail” since in photography this effect can be realized by
long exposing a dark scene, that is lit by a flash multiple times at specific
times. That way, the moving objects generate a trail of samples taken by
every flash. Thinking of a video using this effect, it would mean to start
exposing every frame at the same time and then to increase the exposure
time of every frame according to its position in the video sequence. That
way the trail behind every moving object increases more and more (see figure
3.8).
To define the sample positions, i.e. the times of flashed frames in the
video sequence, the effect makes again use of the parameter system. Similar
to the multiple exposure effect, the flash trail effect stores all used sample
times in the dynamic parameter map, by defining the first parameter index
used by a sample and the overall sample count. This way by iterating over
the parameter map it is again very easy to acquire every samples specific
time value.
When rendering this kind of effect, the current time coordinate for the
frame to be rendered is compared with all sample times. Then only the
samples with times less or equal than the current time will be used to create
the visual effect.
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Figure 3.8: Sampling pattern for the Flash Trail effect using flash samples
at distinct times ti , i ∈ [0..5].
Open Flash
The last effect integrated into the effect system is the open flash effect. It is
very similar to the time blur effect described before, but with one important
modification. When used in photography, the scene is exposed for a longer
time to the film, while having the scene only slightly lit. Then using a
single flash the scene gets lit very clearly for only a short period of time.
The motion of objects will appear blurred, but only slightly and one single
moment will be captured in detail. Having this effect in a video sequence,
the time of that flash will remain constant for all frames (see figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9: Sampling pattern for the Open Flash effect using a single flashed
frame at time tf lash .
So the lit sample remains the same for all blurred frames in the sequence.
That way a special state of motion of a moving object can be pointed out
very clearly, while the moving object itself moves toward this state, through
it and then away from it.
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To simulate this single flashed frame within many unflashed ones, the
flashed frame can be weighted much more than the other frames during accumulation. By adjusting this weight ratio, the intensity of the simulated
flash can be changed. The results then are still different from the results
created by long exposing a scene and using a real flash, that will brighten
only some regions of the scene, while creating hard shadows in other regions. Without changing the actual image data generated by the Virtual
Video Camera system, this cannot be simulated properly. It would also require knowledge of the scene’s geometry or the scene’s light field to adjust
the illumination during a flash correctly. This information is not available,
though. By using a weighted accumulation, the results are not perfect but
still very useful.
To configure this kind of effect, four parameters have to be adjusted.
The first two parameters are identical to the time blur effect. They define
how many samples should be taken to generate the blurred image and how
far the sampling radius has to be. Then the position in time of the simulated
flash has to be defined and the intensity of this flash has to be set. While
rendering, it is checked, if the flashed frame is within the interval of accumulated sample frames that generate the long exposed and blurred image.
If the flashed frame is not inside the accumulation interval, all samples will
be accumulated equally weighted. Otherwise the flashed sample frame is
generated in addition to all other sample frames and all samples are then
accumulated using the weight ratio according to the flash’s intensity.

Chapter 4

Implementation
To realize the effect rendering system described in 3 it was developed in
C++. Thus it was easy to integrate the effect system in the existing Virtual
Video Camera system, since the effect system is required to use the existing
interface. The effect system itself is only partly connected to the Virtual
Video Camera system and only makes use of three classes in this system.
These are the SpacetimeRenderer, the Trajectory and the SpacetimeClock.
The effect rendering system is organized in a hierarchical way. The base
class for all effects is the VFXAbstractEffect template. This class is an
abstract class, which needs to be derived from, when creating a concrete
effect class from it. It contains already all necessary methods to render
input data using either the Virtual Video Camera system or other effect
instances assigned as input sources. For rendering input using the Virtual
Video Camera system, the VFXAbstractEffect class uses a singleton of the
FrameMap class, which realizes the frame caching structure described in
3.1. This FrameMap is connected to the actual rendering interface of the
underlying Virtual Video Camera system and acts as a wrapper class towards
all effects. The effects abstract class also completely handles the parameter
management, which not only contains the parameter map itself, but all
accessor methods to set and retrieve values for given parameter indices.
To render a video sequence defined by a spacetime trajectory with the
old Virtual Video Camera system, basically three important parts of the
system had to be used by the class triggering the rendering. The Trajectory class is not only used to load or save a trajectory from or to a file,
respectively, but also manages the trajectory’s keyframes and provides an
interface to manipulate and access those. Every keyframe, in this case, is
defined by a position in spacetime, the current velocity and also the current
acceleration of the virtual camera following the given trajectory keyframe
by keyframe. So using the Trajectory class and iterating over all keyframes
from the beginning, the video sequence can be created by using the data
of the consecutive keyframes for rendering single frames. This rendering is
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done by a class called SpacetimeRenderer. It allows to create interpolated
images from the raw video data, by defining a VFXSpacetime object, that
tells the rendering system, which input frames of the spacetime volume to
use for creating the interpolated frame. The VFXSpacetime object therefore
contains the indices of source images to use and their barycentric weighting. Since the Virtual Video Camera system uses a tetrahedralization of
the spacetime volume, for any given position in spacetime, it will be inside
of a unique tetrahedron, whose four vertices represent the images to use
as input. Also by using exactly four barycentric weights, the given position in spacetime can be described as a combination of all four vertices of
the surrounding tetrahedron. Given these values, the SpacetimeRenderer is
able to load the needed data and generate an interpolated view from four
warped images for the desired position in spacetime. To acquire the correct VFXSpacetime data from the given data of a trajectory’s keyframe, the
class VFXSpacetimeClock is used. It is able to generate the VFXSpacetime object for any given position in the spacetime volume. So using the
interfaces of these three classes, it is easily possible to generate every frame
of a given spacetime trajectory. The class that managed the rendering of
single keyframes itself in the old system, is the VFXEditor class. It provides
a powerful user interface to create and manipulate a spacetime trajectory,
allows to preview single frames of the spacetime volume at distinct points
in spacetime and finally is able to render a whole video sequence using a
spacetime trajectory by saving single frames as images to disk. See figure
4.1 to see how the system’s components interact.
Since the visual effect system is meant to be a plug-in to the system,
by substituting the original way of rendering with its effects taking care of
the rendering, I chose to connect the system mostly to the existing Trajectory class. Methods to load or save effect’s configurations and effect bundles
could be integrated into this class very easily. Also the Trajectory class was
extended that way, to store the information of loaded and active effect instances and effect bundles using them. By adding methods to retrieve, what
effect bundles were in use at a specific keyframe of the video sequence’s trajectory, it is now possible to use these effect bundles for rendering instead
of using only the keyframe’s information with the SpacetimeRenderer class
to generate frames. Other methods to add, delete and manipulate effect
instances and whole effect bundles were integrated too. These methods can
then be used by an user interface, that allows to manage effects and their
configurations. This interface preferably is integrated into the VFXEditor,
that already provides the interface for editing the spacetime trajectory itself.
So the only connections of the visual effect system to the old rendering system exist in the Trajectory class, now managing the effect instances, and the
VFXEditor, used for editing and rendering a given sequence. To enable the
visual effect system to render proper input data, the SpacetimeRenderer’s
reference is passed to the input rendering FrameMap class when rendering
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Figure 4.1: This figure illustrates the dataflow within the old Virtual Video
Camera system. To render a video sequence, the VFXEditor is triggering
the rendering for every single frame of the video. The Trajectory provides
the correct VFXSpacetime for each frame, which is then passed to the SpacetimeRenderer in order to render a frame for this position in spacetime. The
result of the rendering can then be displayed by the VFXEditor or saved to
disk.
a frame. This way the visual effect rendering wrapped around the old frame
rendering. See how the effect rendering system is plugged into the old system
in figure 4.2.

4.1

The visual effect framework

The key components of the visual effect rendering system presented in this
thesis will be described in detail in the following.

4.1.1

FrameMap

The FrameMap class is both, the access to the Virtual Video Camera system’s rendering routines for the effect system, and also the caching structure
for already rendered frames, that will help to speed up the process of rendering visual effects.
The FrameMap is developed as a singleton, since the exact same frame
cache will be used by every effect instance. It would not make any sense
to create a single frame cache for every effect, since an already rendered
input frame of a given spacetime t would be accessible for only the effect
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Figure 4.2: This figure illustrates the dataflow within the new Virtual Video
Camera system through the effect rendering plug-in. The VFXEditor is
again triggering the rendering for every single frame of the video and requesting the proper VFXSpacetime for every frame using the Trajectory,
but instead of directly passing this information to the SpacetimeRenderer,
the VFXEditor requests the active VFXEffectBundle to render the frame.
The bundle is triggering the rendering for every effect used inside the effect
graph itself. Each effect uses the FrameMap to request needed input data.
If the data is not already stored in the map, it will be rendered using the
SpacetimeRenderer.

that made use of this frame before. Other effect instances being active later
and needing this input frame would need to render it completely new, which
is not efficient at all. The FrameMap provides only a very small public
interface (see listing 4.3).
The method getInstance(void) returns a pointer to the singleton, i.e.
the only existing instance of the FrameMap class. If no instance of the
FrameMap exists, a new one will be created, its address will be stored
in a member variable and then returned this time and all other times.
To destroy the singleton when needed, the method destroyInstance(void)
must be used to be sure, everything gets deleted properly. The method
resizeMap(unsigned int maxElements) can be used to dynamically adapt
the size of the existing FrameMap singleton later on. The internal caching
structures will then be enlarged or reduced, respectively, and already exist-
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s t a t i c FrameMap∗ g e t I n s t a n c e ( void ) ;
s t a t i c void d e s t r o y I n s t a n c e ( void ) ;
void r e s i z e M a p ( unsigned int maxElements ) ;
const unsigned char∗ const getImageForSpaceTime ( const
VFXSpacetime& s p a c e t i m e ) ;
void insertNewFrame ( const VFXSpacetime& s p a c e t i m e ,
const unsigned char∗ const frameData ) ;

Figure 4.3: Public interface of the FrameMap class
ing entries will be properly removed and deleted if necessary. The method
getImageForSpaceTime(const VFXSpacetime& spacetime) is a key feature
of the caching structure and returns the raw image data for a given point
in spacetime described by a VFXSpacetime object. The FrameMap returns
the required image data, after it is found in the internal caching structure
or newly rendered by the Virtual Video Camera system using the SpacetimeRenderer class. Finally the method insertNewFrame(const VFXSpacetime& spacetime, const unsigned char* const frameData) may be used to
manually insert any raw image data, being assigned to a given point in
spacetime, into the map. Existing entries for this spacetime will be overwritten, otherwise the data will be inserted as a new entry. If the FrameMap
is already full, the oldest entry will be removed first.
The internal structure of the FrameMap class consists of two maps created using the standard template library (see listing 4.4).
map<const s t r i n g , map<unsigned long , p a i r <const s t r i n g ,
const unsigned char∗ const> >:: i t e r a t o r > ∗
mSpacetimeIdentifierMap ;
map<unsigned long , p a i r <const s t r i n g , const unsigned char∗
const> > ∗ mAccessSortedDataMap ;

Figure 4.4: Map structure for caching frames in the FrameMap class
The AccessSortedDataMap assigns sortable numbers to pairs of an identifier string and the raw image data. Using the index numbers as a time stamp,
being refreshed whenever an entry is accessed, the sorting of the entries by
access rate is very easy. Entries that have been accessed very seldom will
have smaller indices than entries being accessed very frequently. The second map, called SpacetimeIdentifierMap, uses identifier strings again which
are used as indices being assigned to entries in the AccessSortedDataMap
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using map iterators. This string identifier is equal to the string identifier
used in the referenced map entry in the other map. It is generated from a
given spacetime position provided via VFXSpacetime object and more easily
to compare to another identifier string, rather than comparing two VFXSpacetime objects against each other. When requesting image data from the
FrameMap, the given spacetime will be converted into an identifier string
which is then looked for in the SpacetimeIdentifierMap. If a valid map entry was found, its references map entry in the AccessSortedDataMap can
be accessed and its contained image data can be returned. If no matching identifier string was found, new image data will be rendered using the
SpacetimeRenderer and then inserted into both maps, by first inserting the
data itself with its identifier string and the current time stamp into the AccessSortedDataMap and then inserting the newly created entry reference of
that map indexed by the identifier string into the SpacetimeIdentifierMap.
To delete the least accessed entry, the entry with the smallest timestamp index in the AccessSortedDataMap has to be located. Using the assigned data
pair, the map entry indexed by the identifier string can be removed from the
SpacetimeIdentifierMap and the stored raw image data can be freed in the
memory. Finally the entry in the AccessSortedDataMap has to be removed
as well.

4.1.2

Visual Effect

To create visual effect using this system, an abstract class providing already
most methods to make any new effect work properly within the effect system
is used. It is necessary to use the abstract effect’s interface in order to be
able to combine arbitrary effect instances within effect bundles later on.
Thus the foundation of the effect system developed within this thesis is this
abstract class. It makes sure, that every effect derived from this class works
exactly the same. This is required to create a powerful effect rendering
framework using several different visual effects.
VFXAbstractEffect
The abstract effect template VFXAbstractEffect provides the developer of
new effect classes with most of the necessary functionality to make this new
effect work within the effect rendering system. Only the specific rendering
routines for each effect have to be implemented into a newly created effect
class. The already implemented functionality consists of:
• Integration into the effect rendering system
• Effect specific parameter management
• Effect specific source management
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• Basic rendering routines (to screenbuffer or to file)
See listings 4.5 and 4.6 for the complete interface.

VFXAbstractEffect ( unsigned int i d = 0 ) ;
const unsigned char∗ const renderFrameData ( const
VFXSpacetime& spaceTime ,
const VFXMotion& motion = VFXMotion ( ) ,
float intensity = 1.0 f ) ;
I p l I m a g e ∗ renderFrame ( const VFXSpacetime& spaceTime ,
const VFXMotion& motion = VFXMotion ( ) ,
float intensity = 1.0 f ) ;
v i r t u a l void renderFrame ( const VFXSpacetime& spaceTime ,
const VFXMotion& motion , GPU : : FrameBuffer ∗ fb ,
float intensity = 1.0 f ,
bool renderOnScreen = f a l s e ) { } ;
v i r t u a l VFXAbstractEffect ∗ c l o n e ( void ) = 0 ;
void s e t S o u r c e E f f e c t s ( s t d : : v e c t o r <f l o a t > &sourceWeights ,
s t d : : v e c t o r <VFXAbstractEffect∗> &s o u r c e E f f e c t s ) ;
void r e m o v e S o u r c e E f f e c t s ( void ) ;
E f f e c t T y p e g e t E f f e c t T y p e ( void ) ;
const unsigned int g e t I d ( void ) ;
void s e t I d ( const unsigned int i d ) ;
const s t d : : s t r i n g getName ( void ) ;
void setName ( const s t d : : s t r i n g name ) ;

Figure 4.5: Public interface of the VFXAbstractEffect class
Using the constructor VFXAbstractEffect(unsigned int id = 0) a new
effect instance can be created. This constructor has to be called within the
constructor of any derived effect class. It allows to assign the newly created
effect instance a unique id, allowing to identify this effect instance later on.
The two given methods renderFrameData(const &spaceTime, const &motion, intensity) and renderFrame(const &spaceTime, const &motion, intensity) are used to render single frames when using an effect, either as
raw data to memory or to an IplImage object containing the rendered
frame. As already mentioned before, specific effect classes use specific rendering routines. These have to be connected to the virtual method renderFrame(const &spaceTime, const &motion, *framebuffer, intensity, renderOnScreen). This virtual method can be individually implemented for
every effect and is able to render into any given OpenGL framebuffer, e.g.
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const void ∗ getParameter ( const int p ar ame te r I n d e x ) ;
void s e t P a r a m e t e r ( const int parameterIndex ,
const void ∗ parameter ,
ParameterType paramType = OTHER PARAM) ;
const int g e t I n t P a r a m e t e r ( const int p ar ame te r I n d e x ) ;
void s e t I n t P a r a m e t e r ( const int parameterIndex ,
const int parameter ) ;
const unsigned int g e t U n s i g n e d I n t P a r a m e t e r ( const int
p ar ame te r I n d e x ) ;
void s e t U n s i g n e d I n t P a r a m e t e r ( const int parameterIndex ,
const unsigned int parameter ) ;
const f l o a t g e t F l o a t P a r a m e t e r ( const int p ar ame te r I n d e x ) ;
void s e t F l o a t P a r a m e t e r ( const int parameterIndex ,
const f l o a t parameter ) ;
const char getCharParameter ( const int p ar ame te r I n d e x ) ;
void setCharParameter ( const int parameterIndex ,
const char parameter ) ;
const s t d : : s t r i n g g e t S t r i n g P a r a m e t e r ( const int
p ar ame te r I n d e x ) ;
void s e t S t r i n g P a r a m e t e r ( const int parameterIndex ,
const s t d : : s t r i n g parameter ) ;
ParameterType getParameterType ( const int p ar ame te r I n d e x ) ;
bool c o n f i g u r a b l e ( void ) ;

Figure 4.6: Public parameter interface of the VFXAbstractEffect class

the current screenbuffer. Since the interface to this virtual method is always
the same, this method can called by both non-virtual public rendering methods to render the specific visual effect. Using these three methods, a generic
rendering interface for every effect is provided, being independent of how the
actual rendering is realized in every single effect class. All three methods
have three parameters in common. These are the position in spacetime of
the requested frame, the camera’s current motion within the spacetime volume and the effect rendering intensity. Using an intensity of 100% means,
that the requested frame is completely rendered by the effect. Any value
between 0 and 100% results in a weighted combination of the effects output
and the unprocessed image data at this point in spacetime. The method
for rendering into OpenGL framebuffers uses two more parameters. One is
the framebuffer itself being the target to render to. The other parameter
defines, if the given render target is the current screenbuffer or a framebuffer
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placed in memory. Rendering to screen would require to rescale the output
image during the rendering process to fit the window of the active OpenGL
rendering context. This is not required, when rendering to a framebuffer
in memory, since due to rescaling important information could get lost and
framebuffers preferably hold original scaled images for further processing.
So the parameter renderOnScreen basically point out, that the rendering
done by this effect is the last renderpass in the effect rendering pipeline and
rescaling the final image to whatever dimensions is allowed.
The virtual method clone(void) must be implemented by any derived
effect class, too. It is used for cloning existing effect instances, making sure
all parameters get cloned and setup properly in the cloned effect instance.
Since different effect classes my handle their parameter setup differently,
cloning these parameters and any other configuration should be done by the
effect classed themselves.
Most of the provided methods are designed to manage an effects parameter set. There are methods for loading and saving parameter values for all
possible value types. These are:
• integer
• unsigned integer
• float
• char
• string
There is a generic method to save any object into a parameter as a
(void*) pointer, but it is not needed in most of the cases and one has to be
careful when accessing such a parameter. All other methods check for type
correctness of the requested parameter value.
The methods getEffectType(void), getId(void) and getName(void) and
their setting equivalents, respectively, make use of the parameter accessing
methods described above. The type, id and the name of any effect instance
are parameters, too. But to make it more comfortable, to use these common
parameters, they are wrapped in more convenient methods.
To define which effect instances have to be used as input sources when
rendering, the method setSourceEffects(&sourceWeights, &sourceEffects) can
be used. This can be done before every single rendering process and is used
when setting up the active effect bundles at a given frame of the spacetime trajectory. This can be done very fast, since only references to the
source effect instances will be passed to the rendering effect and no data
is copied. Using the float vector sourceWeights each source effect can be
weighted differently. By evaluating the sum of all weights and rescaling it to
100% if necessary, all source effect instances can be weighted correctly and
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combined to the final frame when rendering the visual effect of the given
effect instance.

4.1.3

Effect graphs

Another important part of the effect rendering system is the effect graph
structure described in 3.2.2. It allows to combine single effect instances in
many ways in order to render more complex visual effects. Effect instances
may be defined as data sources for other effect instances. By only using
the addresses of effect instances withing the effect graph structure, the combining of effects is disjunct from the configuration of the effect instances
themselves. Single effect instances may be part of several different effect
graphs and may also be used multiple times within the same effect graph.
By constraining the effect graph to be a digraph without any circles and
to have only one single vertex, that is not source to any other vertex in
the graph, the effect instance assigned to this vertex is the final rendering
effect in the rendering pipeline for a given frame of the spacetime trajectory.
By connecting instances of the class VFXEffectBundleGraphNode one can
define the structure and setup of such an effect graph. This can be done
easily using the class VFXEffectBundleGraph, which provides all necessary
methods to create and modify a graph structure using VFXEffectBundleGraphNodes as vertices. The effect graph itself can then be wrapped inside
an instance of the VFXEffectBundle class, which enables to use the whole
effect graph just like a normal effect for rendering video frames.
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode
As already mentioned, effect rendering graphs consist of instances of this
class. It is the atomic particle of such a graph and makes use of two lists in
order to distinguish, what other instances of VFXEffectBundleGraphNode
act as sources to itself and what vertices are parent to this vertex, respectively. Also by using a pointer to an instance of VFXAbstractEffect the
effect to be used by a given node can be specified. Instances of VFXEffectBundleGraphNode can be used at any position in the effect graph structure,
i.e. being root or leaf or anywhere else inside the graph.
To create a proper working effect graph using instances of VFXEffectBundleGraphNode, there has to be an instance of VFXAbstractEffect being
assigned to every single vertex in the graph at any time. Thus, there is no
way to create an instance of VFXEffectBundleGraphNode without assigning
an existing effect instance to it. Using the only constructor, one has to define an initial effect instance to use by this effect graph vertex. Later on it
can be changed using the method setEffect(VFXAbstractEffect* effect), of
course. In order to manage the input sources to an effect, to every instance
of VFXEffectBundleGraphNode can be assigned a set of other VFXEffect-
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VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ( VFXAbstractEffect ∗ e f f e c t ,
float intensity = 1.0 f ,
float weight = 1.0 f ) ;
void s e t E f f e c t ( VFXAbstractEffect ∗ e f f e c t ) ;
VFXAbstractEffect ∗ g e t E f f e c t ( void ) ;
unsigned int u s i n g E f f e c t N o d e C o u n t ( void ) ;
s t d : : s e t <VFXEffectBundleGraphNode∗> g e t U s i n g E f f e c t N o d e s (
void ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ g e t U s i n g E f f e c t N o d e ( unsigned int
index ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ g e t F i r s t U s i n g E f f e c t N o d e ( void ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ g e t N e x t U s i n g E f f e c t N o d e ( void ) ;
bool h as M or e U s in gEf f e c tN od e s ( void ) ;
bool a d d S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ c h i l d ,
bool anonymous = f a l s e ) ;
void r e m o v e S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ c h i l d
);
unsigned int s o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e C o u n t ( void ) ;
s t d : : s e t <VFXEffectBundleGraphNode∗> g e t S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e s (
void ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ g e t S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e ( unsigned int
index ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ g e t F i r s t S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e ( void ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ g e t N e x t S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e ( void ) ;
bool h a s M o r e S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e s ( void ) ;
bool usesSourceNode ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ node ) ;
void g e t S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e s U s i n g E f f e c t ( VFXAbstractEffect ∗
effect ,
s t d : : s e t <VFXEffectBundleGraphNode∗>& nodeSet ) ;
bool i s R o o t ( void ) ;
void setAsRoot ( bool v a l u e ) ;

Figure 4.7: Listing of the most relevant methods provided by the public
interface of the VFXEffectBundleGraphNode class.

BundleGraphNode instances. Every vertex can the be a source itself to
some other vertex in the graph. Thus every vertex also has a set of VFXEffectBundleGraphNode instances, denoting the parent vertices, using this
node as an input source. In order to maintain the effect graph’s integrity,
sources can only be added or removed by using the methods addSourceEffectNode(VFXEffectBundleGraphNode* child, bool anonymous = false) and
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removeSourceEffectNode(VFXEffectBundleGraphNode* child), respectively.
These methods automatically update the set of parent vertices inside the
given source vertex. This is important when removing vertices from the
graph, since the source vertex being removed from another vertex may then
have no parent vertex anymore. Since the effect graph itself allows only one
vertex to have no parent vertices, this new parent-less vertex cannot be kept
in the graph’s structure. Thus, the method to remove sources from a parent
vertex takes care of this case, by checking the source vertex afterwards and
deleting it, if necessary. Then all sources to this vertex will be checked as
well, until the effect graph’s integrity is restored. When deleting an instance
of VFXAbstractEffect, this has to be taken into account for every effect graph
using this effect. Thus by using the method getSourceEffectNodesUsingEffect(VFXAbstractEffect* effect, std::set¡VFXEffectBundleGraphNode*¿&
nodeSet) one can acquire all vertices using this effect’s instance of a subgraph starting at this vertex. Starting with the root vertex of a given graph,
all vertices using this effect are returned. These nodes can then be removed
from the graph to restore the integrity of the graph. To comfortably navigate through both source and parent vertices of a given VFXEffectBundleGraphNode, methods to iterate through either set are provided. These may
be used when rendering each single effect later on. Finally the method setAsRoot(bool value) can be used to denote a given vertex as the root vertex
of the graph. Since only one single vertex is allowed to have this attribute,
one has to be careful to use it. When using VFXEffectBundleGraph to manage effect graphs, this will be taken into account automatically and the user
does not have to care about it.
VFXEffectBundleGraph
The VFXEffectBundleGraph provides an interface to manipulate an encapsulated effect graph. Every VFXEffectBundleGraph can only hold a single
effect graph, whose vertices are stored inside a map of VFXEffectBundleGraphNode. By having access to all used vertices, the provided methods
to manipulate the graph only allow to do actions, that do not corrupt the
integrity of the existing graph. Thus, when removing a vertex, isolated vertices that would be produced by this action are detected and removed as
well. For example, since a parameter in the VFXAbstractEffect controls,
how many sources each effect is able to use, this is taken into account, when
adding sources to an existing vertex in the graph.
Using the given constructor VFXEffectBundleGraph(rootNode) one is
able to create a new instance of an effect graph using a specific instance
of VFXAbstractEffect as effect assigned to the root vertex of the new effect graph. This root vertex can be changed later on by using the method
setRootNode(root). The provided methods addSourceNode(usingEffectNode,
newSourceNode, anonymous), removeSourceNode(sourceNode) and detach-
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VFXEffectBundleGraph ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ rootNode ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ getRootNode ( void ) ;
void setRootNode ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ r o o t ) ;
void addSourceNode ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗
usingEffectNode ,
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ newSourceNode ,
bool anonymous = f a l s e ) ;
void removeSourceNode ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ sourceNode )
;
void detachSourceFromNode ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ parent ,
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ c h i l d ) ;
s t d : : s e t <VFXEffectBundleGraphNode∗> getNodeSet (
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ s t a r t N o d e = NULL) ;

Figure 4.8: Listing of the most relevant methods provided by the public
interface of the VFXEffectBundleGraph class.
SourceFromNode(parent, child) can be used to modify the effect graph managed by an instance of VFXEffectBundleGraph. Vertices can be added to
existing vertices as input sources, existing source vertices can be detached
from their parent vertices or completely removed from the effect graph.
While detaching a vertex only removes the assignment of this vertex being
source to some other vertex, leaving the vertex still in the graph structure,
the remove method erases the vertex from the graph, automatically detataching it from all sources and parents first. To refill the ”hole” in the graph,
when removing a vertex, all parents and sources of this vertex will be connected directly, bypassing the deleted vertex. This way, any vertex inside
the graph can be removed, without compromising the graphs integrity and
connectivity. For external modifications on the graphs vertices, the method
getNodeSet(VFXEffectBundleGraphNode* startNode = NULL) can be used
to return a subset of the graphs vertex set. By defining a vertex to start
from, all vertices being connected to this vertex as sources will be returned
including the given start vertex. So by setting the start vertex to the root
vertex of the graph, which is the default parameter of this method, the whole
vertex set will be returned.
VFXEffectBundle
Finally the VFXEffectBundle class acts as a wrapper, holding a single instance of VFXEffectBundleGraph while providing a proper interface, that
allows to render a given frame of the spacetime trajectory with a complex effect graph just like when rendering with a single effect. The class recursively
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renders the effects assigned to each vertex in a depth first search manner,
while always setting up the correct sources in each effect instance. Thus it is
easily possible to use the same effect multiple times in the same effect graph.
Finally the result of the effect assigned to the root vertex of the graph will be
returned by the rendering methods of this class. So the whole effect bundle
acts just like a simple effect to the outside and the system triggering the
rendering does not need to care about any internal effect combination.
VFXEffectBundle ( VFXAbstractEffect ∗ r o o t E f f e c t ) ;
VFXEffectBundle ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ rootNode ) ;
VFXEffectBundle ( VFXEffectBundleGraph ∗ graph ) ;
VFXAbstractEffect ∗ g e t R o o t E f f e c t ( void ) ;
void s e t R o o t E f f e c t ( VFXAbstractEffect ∗ e f f e c t ) ;
VFXEffectBundleGraph ∗ g e t E f f e c t B u n d l e G r a p h ( void ) ;
void s e t E f f e c t B u n d l e G r a p h ( VFXEffectBundleGraph ∗ graph ) ;
void a d d S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗
usingEffectNode ,
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ newSourceNode ,
bool anonymous = f a l s e ) ;
void r e m o v e S o u r c e E f f e c t N o d e ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗
sourceNode ) ;
void removeEffectFromBundle ( VFXAbstractEffect ∗ e f f e c t ) ;
void detachSourceFromNode ( VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ parent ,
VFXEffectBundleGraphNode ∗ c h i l d ) ;
void g e t N o d e s U s i n g E f f e c t ( VFXAbstractEffect ∗ e f f e c t ,
s t d : : s e t <VFXEffectBundleGraphNode∗>& nodeSet ) ;
unsigned int g e t I d ( void ) ;
void s e t I d ( unsigned int i d ) ;
const s t d : : s t r i n g getName ( void ) ;
void setName ( const s t d : : s t r i n g name ) ;

Figure 4.9: Public interface to manage an instance of the VFXEffectBundle
class.
An instance of VFXEffectBundle can be created by using an existing
effect graph, by using an existing graph vertex as new root vertex, or by
using the reference to an existing effect instance, from which a new VFXEffectBundleGraphNode will be created, which is then used as root vertex.
To manipulate the wrapped VFXEffectBundleGraph directly, some methods are implemented to add, remove and access vertices of the graph. Just
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like any effect using its parameter map, a VFXEffectBundle may be given
an unique id, a name and parameters to control the intensity in a video
sequence can be adjusted. So an effect bundle works like a single effect.
const unsigned char∗ const renderFrameData ( const
VFXSpacetime& spaceTime ,
const VFXMotion& motion = VFXMotion ( ) ,
float intensity = 1.0 f ) ;
I p l I m a g e ∗ renderFrame ( const VFXSpacetime& s p a c e t i m e ,
const VFXMotion& motion = VFXMotion ( ) ,
float intensity = 1.0 f ) ;
void renderFrame ( const VFXSpacetime& s p a c e t i m e ,
const VFXMotion& motion ,
GPU : : FrameBuffer ∗ fb ,
float intensity = 1.0 f ,
bool renderOnScreen = f a l s e ) ;

Figure 4.10: Rendering interface of the VFXEffectBundle class.
This reflects also in the rendering interface. As in the VFXAbstractEffect
class, three methods to render a frame for a given point in spacetime are
provided. One renders to a specified OpenGL framebuffer object, the second
uses an image data-structure to render into instead. The third method
returns the raw image data for the required frame as a unsigned char array.
This is useful when combining effect bundles in another effect bundle, since
the output from each effect bundle then is directly available, without having
the need to read it back from some data-structure or the graphics memory.
Combining effect bundles comes in handy, when multiple effect bundles are
used within a video sequence, and some effect bundles are active over a
common span of frames. Then all active effect bundles can be combined
inside a temporary effect bundle, rendering the final frame.

4.2

The user interface

As already mentioned, every effect is able to be configured in many ways
that modify its behavior and its rendering results. Making use of the effect’s
parameter management system, it is possible to define parameters directly
in the effect’s source code. This predefinition can be seen as the initialization
of available parameters and their values. Of course, they may be changed
later on when using the effect class in the program. When loading an effect
definition from a given file, its parameters are loaded from the file and setup
in the newly created effect instance. This again is an initialization of values
for given parameters. So when it comes to the creation of a video sequence
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unsigned int g e t S t a r t F r a m e ( void ) ;
unsigned int getEndFrame ( void ) ;
f l o a t g e t I n t e n s i t y ( void ) ;
void s e t I n t e n s i t y ( f l o a t i n t e n s i t y ) ;
f l o a t g e t I n t e n s i t y F o r F r a m e ( int frame ) ;
unsigned int getFadeInFrameCount ( void ) ;
void setFadeInFrameCount ( unsigned int frameCount ) ;
unsigned int getFadeOutFrameCount ( void ) ; \ b e g i n
void setFadeOutFrameCount ( unsigned int frameCount ) ;

Figure 4.11: These methods can be used to change the effect bundles behavior during rendering processes.
with the Virtual Video Camera, this way of setting parameters for effects
would be very uncomfortable and complicated.
Thus a very important part of this thesis is a proper user interface, that
allows the user to manage effects, their configurations and also their combination as easy as possible. The GUI (graphical user interface) providing
the user with a comfortable effect management is integrated into the Virtual
Video Camera system’s video sequence editor and consists of three parts.
First the user is able to create specific effects from a set of given effect type
templates. These templates are the previously introduced and described effects using accumulation, as time blur or open flash, for example. The user
can choose an effect type from a predefined set and create an actual instance
of this effect type. Secondly already created effects can be configured individually using specific configuration dialog windows for each effect type. At
last, the created and configured effects may be arranged in effect bundles,
which as described earlierallow the system to render combinations of effects
based on a digraph structure.
To create this kind of user interface, I chose to use Qt [Fra], which is a
powerful framework to create platform independent user interfaces.

4.2.1

Creating effects from templates

After having developed many different specific effect types using the provided basic effect template of the framework, these created classes have to
be integrated into the video sequence editor’s source code in order to be able
to use them later on. The effect types available have to be setup in a drop
down list, from which the user can choose from.
So when using the video sequence editor of the Virtual Video Camera
system, the user may select an available effect type and create a new instance
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of this type. The new effect instance gets an unique id assigned when created
and is inserted into a map, which holds all created effect instances indexed
by their unique ids. All created effect instances are displayed in a list in
which the user can select the different effect instances later on (see figure
4.12). Each effect instance uses also a given name, that is displayed in that
list and may also be changed by the user. This way the identification of
single effect instances is quite easy.

Figure 4.12: This list shows the current existing effect instances, which can
be configured individually. Effect instances can be created by choosing the
effect type in the drop down box above the list and creating a new instance
with the button next to it. By selecting an effect instance of the list, the user
is able to configure the effect, if possible, and may create an effect bundle
using the selected effect as the root vertex of the bundle graph.
To speed up the process of creating and configuring single effect instances, the user interface allows to clone existing effect instances. All configured parameters will be cloned, so that minimal changes can be done
quickly without configuring the entire effect instance again.

4.2.2

Configuring effects

Having several effect instances created from effect type templates, the user
may configure each one of them individually by simply selecting the effect
instance in the displayed list of created effect instances and pressing a configure button. If the effect does not allow further configuration, this button
will be disabled. Otherwise an effect type specific dialog will be created,
linked to the selected effect instance, so that it is able to load the effect instance’s current configuration, and finally displayed. Since each effect type
uses a different parameter configuration, each dialog is specifically designed
for each effect (see figure 4.13). So to be able to use a newly developed effect type with the video sequence editor, the developer has to create a dialog
class, that is able to configure the new effect type properly. After changing
existing parameters or even creating new ones, if the effect type allows to
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do so, the new configuration may be saved to the effect instance.

Figure 4.13: Example of an effect parameter dialog. This dialog allows to
edit the sampling behavior of a flash trail effect. By inserting tuples of
sample time and sample intensity to the list, the effect can be configured
properly.
Since the every effect instance uses its own parameter map (see section 3.2.1), multiple instances of the same effect type may be configured
completely independent from each other. Some effect parameters, as the
parameters defined in the basic effect template, such as the start and stop
frame or the name of the effect instance, may be configured directly in the
video sequence editor’s user interface, since they are common to all effect
types created and do not require a special designed dialog.

4.2.3

Managing effect bundles

Given a set of properly configured effect instances, effect bundles have to be
created to be used for rendering a video sequence. To do so, the user has to
select an effect instance from the list containing all created effect instances
and press the button new bundle Using the selected effect instance as root
vertex, a new effect graph will be created and wrapped into a new effect
bundle. This bundle has an unique id and may be given a special name to
identify it more easily later on. All created effect bundles are displayed in a
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list view and can be selected from there. When selecting an effect bundle,
its corresponding effect graph will be drawn in a special graph view (see
figure 4.14).

Figure 4.14: Display of a selected effect graph. Each vertex of the graph
can be selected, in order to assign an effect instance to it, add new source
vertices or even removed the selected vertex from the effect graph.
Using this graph view, single vertices of the graph may be selected, in
order to assign effect instances to them, to add new vertices as sources to
it or to delete the vertex itself. When creating a new vertex to be inserted
into the effect graph of a currently selected effect bundle, the effect instance
will be used, that is currently selected in the effect instance view. So every
vertex in any effect graph has an effect instance assigned to it at any time.
This assignment may be changed arbitrary times later on. When selecting a
vertex in such an effect graph, the assigned effect instance is selected in the
effect instance list automatically. Thus the user is able to quickly configure
assigned effect instances of every graphs vertex. All changes made to a
selected effect bundle using the effect graph view are saved instantaneously.
These changes only affect the effect graphs structure, but not the effect
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instances in any way. The configurations of all created effect instances are
completely disjunct from the configurations of created effect bundles. These
make only use of available effect instances, by addressing them using their
unique ids.

4.2.4

Saving and Loading effects

When using the user interface of the video sequence editor integrated into
the Virtual Video Camera system, it is possible to create complex effect
structures used within a video sequence quite easy. Of course it is very
uncomfortable to reproduce all editing by hand every time the same video
sequence needs to be rendered or changed slightly. The existing video sequence editor already allows to save the current progress in video editing,
i.e. the state of creating and modifying a trajectory through spacetime for
a given set of video data, for that purpose.
I chose to integrate the saving of all created effect instances and effect
bundles used in the video sequence into this existing trajectory saving process. This process uses a simple text file to save the trajectories properties,
such as sampling rate and the position of special keyframes in the spacetime
volume. All effects used within the video sequence are then stored in this
text file, by appending their information after the trajectories information
has been saved. Since effect instances are defined by the type of effect they
represent and their individual configuration, to save an effect instance only
this data has to be saved to a file. After a line defining the effects type and
id, all parameters stored in the parameter map of a given effect instance are
written to that file, one parameter per line. That way it is even possible
to read that file later on in a text editor and change parameters by hand,
if necessary. To save an effect bundle, the only important thing to save, is
its effect graph structure and the assignment of effect instances for every
vertex. At that point, the use of unique ids for all effect instances comes
in very handy. Staring at the root vertex of a given graph, the id of its
assigned effect instance will be written, followed by the number of sources
assigned to this vertex. Then all sources will be processed in the same way
as the root vertex, recursively. The result will be a single line consisting of
effect instance’s ids and numbers defining the count of sources assigned to
a vertex. Using these numbers it is easy to parse that line later on, when
loading the file again.

Chapter 5

Results
After having implemented the presented effects time blur, space blur, multiple
exposure, flash trail and open flash, they can be used in any video sequence
able to render with the effects editor of the Virtual Video Camera system.
All parameters relevant to the sampling have to be adjusted to fit each video
sequence individually. This is due to the fact, that any given trajectory
through the spacetime volume may use a different framerate and sampling
pattern. Depending on how fast the virtual camera is moving through the
spacetime volume, the sampling amount and distance of every effect can be
very different.

5.1

Effect results

Figure 5.1 shows the results of a video sequence with a time blur effect
applied to it. The top frame uses 9 samples, the second frame uses a twice
as large sampling radius and 32 samples and the last frame uses 63 samples
within a sampling radius three times as large as in the first frame.
The more samples taken, the better results will be. However, depending
on the quality of the dense correspondence fields used by the Virtual Video
Camera system to create interpolated views, the quality of the effect will be
affected. As seen in figure 5.1, some streaks may occur when accumulating
not perfectly interpolated sample frames.
The space blur effect basically works in the same way as the time blur
effect. The only difference is the constraint of taking samples differently
within the spacetime volume. Figure 5.2 shows three frames of the same
moment in the scene with different sampling distances.
When looking at the results of the multiple exposure effect, one can
clearly see, how the trail of the skating person through the scene is being
accentuated. For this effect, nine samples, four before and after the current
position, and the current frame where used. These samples remain at a
constant distance in time to the current frame to be rendered. So when
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Figure 5.1: Video frame with applied time blur effect. From top to bottom
increase both sample count and sampling distance.

the skater slows down, the trail will get smaller and if he accelerates, it
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Figure 5.2: Example of different space blur configurations. From top to
bottom increase both sample count and sampling distance.
will become larger. So the viewer can predict the movement of the skater
because of the trail displayed.
Since these effect use accumulation and the effects like time blur or space
blur compute their own, equidistant sampling, it is very likely, that input
samples will be used again in consecutive rendering passes. In a best case
scenario, when an effect uses n samples, and from the previous renderpass
n − 1 samples are already known, due to the sampling distant being equal
to the stepping forward in the spacetime volume, this renderpass would
only require to render one single frame using the Virtual Video Camera
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Figure 5.3: This figure demonstrates the effect of multiple exposure to a
video sequence. Per frame 9 samples are accumulated, each with an increasing sampling distance to the central frame.
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system. The other data is already known and has just to be passes to the
effect’s shader. Rendering an effect using these 23 samples would require
on a modern graphics card only one additional renderpass. So using the
caching structure implemented into the effect rendering system accelerates
the system a lot.
The combination of effects works also as expected. See figures 5.4 and 5.5
for examples. In 5.4 a multiexposure effect had a time blur effect assigned
as its source. Thus every sample to the multiexposure effect is a blurred
image. In figure 5.5 these two effects were combined by using a weighted
combination of both effects. Thus not every sample of the multiexposure
effect is blurred, but only the one that was pasted over by the time blur effect.
Both effects were weighted equally with 50% each in their combination.

Figure 5.4: Here one can see a demonstration of two effects being combined.
A time blur effect is used as input source to a multiexposure effect. Thus
every sample image accumulated by the multiexposure effect is an already
blurred image, produced by the assigned timeblur effect.
Using the multiexposure effect, for example, the moving object is becoming more and more transparent, the more samples are taken. This is due
to the accumulation of samples images, in which the moving object often
does not overlap its silhouette from sample to sample. Thus only a small
amount of the moving object will be integrated into the final image, while
the background is dominating the resulting colors. Using effects that always
apply to whole image, this is inevitable. A segmentation of the samples
during accumulation would be necessary to avoid the transparency of the
moving object.
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Figure 5.5: In this sample frame, again multiexposure and timeblur are being
combined. But this time both effects are input to a weighted combination
effect, that blends both effect’s output images together according to assigned
weights. Here both effects are equally weighted with a weight of 50% each.
It is clearly visible, that not all samples taken by the multiexposure effect are
blurred, but only the one that is overlapping the timeblur effect’s sample.

Chapter 6

Conclusion and Discussion
The effect rendering system created within this thesis is a very flexible and
extensible framework. Due to the use of a template effect class to derive
further effect classes from, it is quite easy to create and implement new
effect types. When developing a new effect type, one does not need to know
how the effect framework itself works and just has to care about, how input
samples are combined to create a specific visual effect. The existing system
completely handles the management of effects in complex graph structures
and allows to render frames using any effect or effect bundle. Also the
created user interface enables the user to quickly create different effects
from existing effect type templates, arrange them in bundles and define their
active intervals on a trajectory through the spacetime volume. Loading and
saving effect configurations allows to work comfortably with this system.
Also important to note is, that with the use of this effect rendering
system, all previously created video sequences will still work without any
problems. The configurations of these old sequences do not contain any information of effects to use. Thus the default effect configuration of rendering
no effect at all will be used for these sequences. Of course effects may still
be integrated into these scenes. Also newly created scenes using effects can
be loaded and rendered using the old effect editor, since all effect definitions
will be ignored when loading a video sequence’s configuration file.
Having this flexible effect rendering system, capable of rendering any visual effect based on sample images as input, the development of new effects
and their testing will be much easier than before. It is not necessary to create complex camera setups for every effect to be tested, since changes in the
spatial sampling patterns would require new camera setups. This is not necessary using the Virtual Video Camera system, because in terms of changing
sampling patterns and framerates, the further processing of video data is not
necessarily restricted to the initial setup of the camera equipment. So the
development of new visual effect can be done more effectively using the effect
system presented in this thesis. Furthermore it is possible to create visual
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effects not even thinkable using previous techniques, like Digital Air does.
Being flexible to change the sampling in time and space dynamically, which
would require, using older techniques, to change the camera’s setup when
shooting the scene or changing the camera’s framerates dynamically, allows
to create effects that change their behavior over time. The presented effect
rendering system allows in cooperation with the Virtual Video Camera system to create more advanced effects with less effort and technical equipment.
However, the system presented is still using whole images to render visual
effects. This limits the effects to be created with this system, since it would
always require to apply them to the whole scene. No matter how complex
effects can be combined with this system, it is always applying them to the
whole rendered image.
When thinking of blurring a single moving object within a scene containing multiple moving objects, without blurring them too, one could think
of masking the video frames, in order to apply specific effects only to a denoted region of the video frame. Using the GPU, that is able to process
multiple images in a single renderpass, it is thinkable to integrate masks
into the visual effect rendering routines. This way it would be possible to
select whether an effect is applied to a pixel or not. This mask could be
binary or even an alpha matte, where the alpha value controls the intensity
of the effect for every single pixel in the video frame.
Being able to process every pixel in a different manner, it is also thinkable
to change the sampling pattern of an effect pixel-wise. For example, by
taking a different sample in space for each line of the final frame, the whole
scene would appear some sort of twisted around a central axis. Also one
could change the videos time over the rendered frame, so that the left part
of the frame shows the captured scene from an earlier point of view than
the right part of the frame. This pixel-wise configuration of effects could
generate even more complex and stunning effects. Since the existing effect
rendering system makes use of graphics hardware and shader programming
to render its visual results, the system should be capable of being extended
towards pixel-based visual effects.
Thus the effect rendering system developed and presented in this thesis
is one of the steps towards a whole new kind of visual effects in videos. Not
only the development of new effects will be simplified, but also the quality
of visual effects will be improved. In combination with the Virtual Video
Camera system, very expensive effects can be created with less effort and
manual work.
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